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Improving Memory after Interruption: Exploiting Soft Constraints and
Manipulating Information Access Cost
Phillip L. Morgan, John Patrick, Samuel M. Waldron, Sophia L. King, and Tanya Patrick
Cardiff University
Forgetting what one was doing prior to interruption is an everyday problem. The recent soft constraints
hypothesis (Gray, Sims, Fu, & Schoelles, 2006) emphasizes the strategic adaptation of information
processing strategy to the task environment. It predicts that increasing information access cost (IAC: the
time, and physical and mental effort involved in accessing information) encourages a more memoryintensive strategy. Like interruptions, access costs are also intrinsic to most work environments, such as
when opening documents and e-mails. Three experiments investigated whether increasing IAC during a
simple copying task can be an effective method for reducing forgetting following interruption. IAC was
designated Low (all information permanently visible), Medium (a mouse movement to uncover target
information), or High (an additional few seconds to uncover such information). Experiment 1 found that
recall improved across all three levels of IAC. Subsequent experiments found that High IAC facilitated
resumption after interruption, particularly when interruption occurred on half of all trials (Experiment 2),
and improved prospective memory following two different interrupting tasks, even when one involved
the disruptive effect of using the same type of resource as the primary task (Experiment 3). The
improvement of memory after interruption with increased IAC supports the prediction of the soft
constraints hypothesis. The main disadvantage of a high access cost was a reduction in speed of task
completion. The practicality of manipulating IAC as a design method for inducing a memory-intensive
strategy to protect against forgetting is discussed.
Keywords: information access cost, interruption, memory, soft constraints hypothesis

Dawson, & Wilson, 2002, 2003; O’Conaill & Frohlich, 1995), the
aircraft flightdeck (e.g., Dismukes, Young & Sumwalt, 1998;
Latorella, 1998; Loukopoulos, Dismukes, & Barshi, 2001, 2003),
medical settings (Coiera & Tombs, 1998; Tucker & Spear, 2006),
and nuclear power plants (Griffon-Fouco & Ghertman, 1984).
Consequently, research has focused on developing methods for
mitigating the negative effects of interruption. The present paper
has the same applied goal but is novel in using the soft constraints
hypothesis (Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray, Sims, Fu, & Schoelles, 2006)
to develop a method for reducing forgetting due to interruption.
Essentially the soft constraints hypothesis posits that cognitive
strategies are adapted to the constraints of the task environment by
assessing their utility in terms of the amount of performance time
saved. Thus it is possible to control the selection of a particular
strategy by manipulating parameters in the task environment that
make it either more or less beneficial in terms of temporal constraints. One such parameter is information access cost (IAC),
which with a small increase (e.g., a mouse movement and/or a
brief time delay), induces a more intensive memory strategy (Fu &
Gray, 2000; Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et al., 2006; Waldron, Patrick,
Morgan, & King, 2007) with increased resilience to forgetting of
task information (Waldron et al., 2007). Suffering information
access costs are intrinsic to our everyday computer environments
when we try to avoid information clutter and have to pay such
costs in opening and reopening applications, emails, or documents.
Costs include a mouse movement, key press, and a time delay in
accessing information. In other situations an access cost is imposed
by interface designers, for example, when it is desirable to try and
ensure that the “terms” of an agreement have been read or the

There are many opportunities to interrupt people in workplace
environments with the proliferation of increasingly sophisticated
communication technologies. This has spawned a surge in literature over the last two decades investigating the effect of interruptions on performance (e.g., Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; Hodgetts &
Jones, 2006a, 2006b; McFarlane, 2002). The evidence is universally negative from studies in many different contexts, including
the office environment (e.g., DeMarco & Lister, 1999; Jackson,
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deletion of a file has been confirmed through the imposition of a
‘tick box.’ This paper adopts the theoretical framework of the soft
constraints hypothesis to investigate whether the strategy change
associated with paying such access costs can have functional value
in protecting against forgetting due to interruption, and if so, what
advantages and disadvantages accrue.
First, the negative effects of interruption are reviewed briefly,
followed by an overview of existing methods for avoiding such
effects. Finally, the soft constraints hypothesis is discussed together with the predicted effects of manipulating IAC and its
potential as a novel method to protect against forgetting due to
interruption.

Negative Effects of Interruption
A wealth of research has shown that if a task is interrupted,
performance is impaired when returning to that task. Negative
effects include forgetting to execute an action after interruption
(e.g., Einstein, McDaniel, Williford, Pagan, & Dismukes, 2003;
McDaniel, Einstein, Graham, & Rall, 2004), delays in resuming
the interrupted task (e.g., Hodgetts & Jones, 2006a, 2006b; Monk,
Trafton, & Boehm-Davis, 2008; Trafton, Altmann, Brock, &
Mintz, 2003), increased task completion time (Eyrolle & Cellier,
2000; Paquiot, Eyrolle, & Cellier, 1986), decreased task accuracy
(Bainbridge, 1984; Flynn et al., 1999), and elevated levels of stress
(Zijlstra, Roe, Leonora & Krediet, 1999). The level of impairment
can be further inflated when a task is interrupted during high
memory load (e.g., Monk, Boehm-Davis, & Trafton, 2002), when
interruption occurs relatively infrequently (Monk, 2004), when the
interrupting and interrupted tasks require similar processing resources (e.g., Czerwinski, Chrisman, & Rudisill, 1991; Gillie &
Broadbent, 1989, although see Latorella, 1996, for a contrasting
account), and when the interruption is immediate and unanticipated, as compared with when there is a delay prior to switching
tasks (e.g., Hodgetts & Jones, 2003; Trafton et al., 2003).
In this paper, we assess the impact of interruptions in routine
copying based tasks applicable to office settings in which information has to be copied and pasted. A similar task occurs in
military command and control settings in which planners have to
reorganize resources at a display to achieve an optimal attack or
defense formation. Indeed copying, moving, and organizing images and data to achieve a particular goal has become an increasingly common task, and there is plenty of evidence that interruptions are frequent in such settings. For example, it has been
estimated that interruptions take up approximately 10 minutes of
every working hour (O’Conaill & Frolich, 1995), and that workers
are interrupted quite frequently at around 73 times per day (Cubesmart Inc., 2002) receiving in the region of 23 e-mails in a mediumsize U.K. company (Burgess, Jackson, & Edwards, 2005).

Methods for Mitigating the Effect of Interruption
There are three main methods for reducing the negative effects of
interruption: coordinating interruptions with performance of the primary task (McFarlane, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella, 2002); using
reminder cues (e.g., Cutrell, Czerwinski, & Horvitz, 2001; Czerwinski, Cutrell, & Horvitz, 2000; Franke, Daniels, & McFarlane,
2002; McDaniel et al., 2004); and manipulating the interruption
lag (e.g., Altmann & Trafton, 2002, 2004; Hodgetts & Jones,

2006a; Trafton et al., 2003). Each of these methods is reviewed
briefly.
Four methods have been proposed for coordinating interruptions
with computer-based work activities (McFarlane, 2002). An immediate switch to an interrupting task causes the largest performance impairment (e.g., Hodgetts & Jones, 2006a; Trafton et al.,
2003), whereas the negotiated method is associated with better
task performance because the user has some control over when to
switch to the interrupting task (McFarlane, 2002). In the mediated
method, the task switch is governed by some prior measurement of
the user’s interruptibility whereas in the scheduled method this
switch is predetermined. However, both of the latter methods were
not only associated with fewer improvements in performance than
the negotiated method, but were also found to introduce subsidiary
problems. For example, a mediated method not only requires some
supervisory control (Kirlik, 1993), but also has difficulty in accurately predicting a user’s workload. A scheduled method, by
definition, is limited to situations where interruptions can be delayed and queued. Therefore, any one method is not a panacea
(McFarlane, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella, 2002) and its efficacy
will be determined by the criteria of task performance, the nature
of the task environment, and user preference (Katz, 1995).
A different approach is the use of cues (e.g., post-it notes,
diaries, calendars) to remind ourselves of what we may otherwise
forget. In an interruption context, some have reported advantages
of reminder cues (e.g., McDaniel et al., 2004), especially when fast
resumption of the interrupted task is important (e.g., Hodgetts &
Jones, 2006a), although the effectiveness of using a mouse cursor
as a place reminder is limited to when the processing demands of
the interrupted task are quite low (e.g., Cutrell et al., 2001; Czerwinski et al., 2000). Reminder cues are generally more effective
when they are attention grabbing, especially when located among
other potentially competing stimuli in the task environment (e.g.,
Trafton, Altmann, & Brock, 2005; Trafton et al., 2003). Another
effective reminder method that circumvents the issue of cue salience is to provide a summary or log of recent preinterruption
activities after completion of the interrupting task (Cypher, 1986;
Franke et al., 2002). However such a technique may be difficult to
implement and can further delay resumption of the task.
When it is possible to delay switching to an interrupting task, a
popular manipulation is to include an interruption lag, which is a
time delay between interruption annunciation (e.g., the telephone
ringing) and the initiation of the interrupting task (e.g., answering
the telephone) during which a user can prepare to return to the task
following the interruption (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). According
to the goal activation model (Altmann & Trafton, 2002), this is
believed to involve rehearsing the interrupted goal and associating
it with a salient reminder (or priming) cue located externally in the
task environment or internally. Identification of the cue after an
interruption is argued to cause reactivation and retrieval of the
suspended goal, leading to faster resumption of the interrupted task
(Hodgetts & Jones, 2003; Trafton et al., 2003). Nevertheless, in a
fairly complex task, an 8-s lag improved resumption time (Trafton
et al., 2003) although the time saved at resumption was less than
the time imposed by the lag. However, if the cost of slower
resumption outweighs that of delaying the switch to an interrupted
task, then a carefully timed interruption lag has an important
practical benefit.

IMPROVING MEMORY AFTER INTERRUPTION

Soft Constraints Hypothesis and Manipulating
Access Cost
The soft constraints hypothesis Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et al.,
2006), with its roots in the adaptive control of thought-rational
(ACT-R) theory (Anderson et al., 2004; Anderson & Lebiere,
1998) proposes that changes in strategy are sensitive to millisecond
changes to information presented in the task environment (Ballard,
Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997; Gray & Boehm-Davis, 2000). Hard
constraints determine behavior that is, or is not possible, whereas
soft constraints control what strategy is most likely to be deployed.
Cost-benefit adjustments are made with soft constraints at the 1/3to 3-s level of interactive routines that allow less effective strategies to be displaced by more effective ones in response to changes
in the cost of the task environment. Effectiveness is determined by
minimizing time as a performance cost, even when saving milliseconds might involve relying less on perfect information “in-the
world” and more on previously encoded chunks of imperfect
information “in-the-head” (Gray & Fu, 2004). When information
is permanently available in the task environment, a perceptual
display-based strategy is likely to dominate. However, as IAC
increases, performing the task with a display-based strategy will be
rendered too costly in terms of time, which increases the likelihood
of employing a memory-based strategy to offset this cost.
In support of the soft constraints hypothesis, recent work has
shown that small costs (e.g., a physical movement and/or seconds
delay) in accessing information can cause major shifts in processing strategy, with people committing larger chunks of information
to memory (e.g., Fu & Gray, 2000; Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et al.,
2006; Waldron et al., 2007). Fu & Gray (2000) were first to use the
Blocks World Task (BWT), a visuospatial copying task originally
developed by Ballard, Hayhoe, and Pelz (1995), to study the
effects of varying access costs. In their study, information was
occluded by masks and the three access cost conditions associated
with uncovering the masks consisted of: a keyboard press (Low
Cost condition), a mouse movement (Control condition), or a
mouse movement and a one second delay to uncover (High Cost
condition). As IAC increased, participants relied less on the external display as a memory source and instead committed more
information to memory, as demonstrated by less visits to the target
window but more time per visit spent encoding block information.
The effect of increasing IAC on encouraging a more memorybased strategy has also been found during VCR programming
(Duggan & Payne, 2001; Gray & Fu, 2001), with the cause being
attributed to temporal cost-benefit tradeoffs (Gray et al., 2006)
rather than the more traditional view of cognition operating to
preserve memory (e.g., Wilson, 2002).
The following three experiments investigated whether the
soft constraints hypothesis could be exploited to improve memory after interruption by manipulating IAC. Using the BWT,
Experiment 1 further investigated the effect of varying IAC on
task strategy and recall, and Experiment 2 examined whether
these effects protected against forgetting after interruption and
if any such benefit is dependent on interruption frequency. In
Experiment 3, the utility of IAC was examined with a direct
measure of prospective memory within the context of different
types of interruption.
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Experiment 1

In order to support the potential role of IAC in protecting against
forgetting during an interruption, Experiment 1 aimed to replicate
the previously reported effects of IAC on task completion strategies (Fu & Gray, 2000; Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et al., 2006;
Waldron et al., 2007) and to further investigate its effect directly
on recall that has only been examined by Waldron et al. (2007).
However, in the Waldron et al. study, there was no difference in
recall between Medium and High IAC conditions suggesting that
the extra time delay of one second between them was unimportant.
As this finding is important not only theoretically to the theory of
soft constraints but practically to the design and predictions of
subsequent experiments in this paper, Experiment 1 was designed
to further investigate the effect of these levels of IAC on recall.
The BWT was selected as an experimental task because it was
used in the above studies and it bore similarity to some of the
practical copying tasks discussed above. In addition, the number of
blocks encoded at each target visit, under the control of the
participant, offered the opportunity for strategy to vary between a
minimal and substantial memory load.

Method
Participants
Forty-eight Cardiff University students participated in the study for
payment and were randomly assigned to one of three conditions.
There were 43 women and five men with an age range of 19 to 34
years (M ⫽ 20.94, SD ⫽ 3.01). Statistical power was calculated using
GⴱPower 3.01 software (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007),
such that the sample size for Experiment 1 and subsequent experiments was adequate to detect a medium effect size with power of .8.

Materials
The experiment was programmed and mouse movements and
key presses were recorded. In the BWT, participants were required
to copy a pattern of colored blocks from a target window (top-left
of Figure 1) into a workspace window (top-right), by dragging
blocks from a resources window (bottom-left). Target and workspace windows were the same size, and 10 colored blocks and six
empty spaces were within each 4 ⫻ 4 grid. No colors were used
twice, and the empty spaces were always gray. A different target
pattern was used for each of the 10 BWT problems, and a stop trial
button was available for participants to press when they felt they
had copied the pattern correctly, although if this was pressed
prematurely, participants continued until the pattern was correct.

Design
IAC was manipulated on three levels. In the Low condition, the
contents of all windows were permanently visible, representing a
“normal” task environment. In contrast, windows were covered by a
gray mask in both the Medium and High IAC conditions, and could
only be uncovered by moving the mouse cursor over the window, but
masks would reappear when the mouse cursor was moved out of the
window. There was an additional 1-s delay to uncover the target
window in the High IAC condition. IAC was manipulated betweensubjects to negate possible contamination from asymmetric transfer
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Figure 1. Representation of the BWT interface for the Low IAC condition. Note. Target Window is top-left,
Resources Window is bottom-left, and Workspace Window is top-right. Squares were presented as actual colors
with no overlaying text as in Figure 1, and all blank squares were gray. (Also, actual colors were used in the
task.)

Procedure
Participants were tested individually and were instructed how to
perform the task. Following completion of two practice trials,
participants completed 10 problems.

f of .10 indicating a small effect size, .25 a medium effect size and .40
or above a large effect size; Cohen, 1988). Also, all outliers with
z-scores higher than 3.29 were replaced with the grand mean (Field,
2005; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).

Recall
Better recall was expected as IAC increased and this pattern was
confirmed as a main effect of IAC, F(2, 45) ⫽ 15.11, MSE ⫽ 3.85,
p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .82, (see Figure 2). Bonferroni post hoc tests found
that participants in the High IAC condition recalled significantly

7
Blocks Recalled Correctly (Max = 10)

(e.g., Poulton, 1982). There were 10 BWT problems with the fifth and
tenth problems immediately followed by an unexpected recall test that
required participants to recreate the target pattern while the goal state
window was covered by a mask.
A number of dependent measures were used. First, and most
important, the number of blocks correctly recalled on Trials 5 and 10
was compared among all conditions. Second, the number of blocks
copied immediately after the first visit to the target window was
compared between the Medium and High IAC conditions. Third, and
to complement the second measure, a measure of the average time
spent in the target window per visit was taken for the Medium and
High IAC conditions. Throughout this paper, reference to a more
intensive or stronger memory-based strategy between conditions indicates that more block information is encoded in the target window,
which takes more time, and this is reflected in an increase in the
number of blocks copied correctly into the workspace window. Finally, measures were taken to assess the impact of manipulating IAC
on more global measures of task performance, including completion
time and blocks incorrectly placed during trials.

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Results
First we consider the effects of IAC on recall followed by analyses
of how any effects are due to the deployment of different processing
strategies. Finally, the effects of varying IAC on the more global
measures of speed and accuracy of performance are described.
Throughout this paper, effect sizes are expressed as Cohen’s f (with an

IAC Condition
Low
Medium
High

Figure 2. The effect of IAC on recall (Experiment 1). Error bars show
standard error of mean.
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more blocks than those in both the Medium ( p ⬍ .05) and Low
IAC conditions ( p ⬍ .001), and those in Medium recalled more
than those in Low IAC ( p ⬍ .05).

Task Strategies
The more intensive memory-based strategy between Medium and
High IAC would be indicated by more blocks copied correctly after
viewing the goal-state for a longer time. (Directly comparable measures for Low IAC were not available.) Relevant data are presented in
Table 1. First, participants copied more blocks immediately after the
first visit to the target window in High than Medium IAC, F(1, 30) ⫽
17.49, MSE ⫽ .69, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .76. Second, participants spent more
time encoding block information in the target window in High IAC
than Medium IAC, F(1, 30) ⫽ 16.15, MSE ⫽ .97, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .97.
These complementary measures point to the same conclusion that
participants in the High IAC condition used a stronger memory-based
strategy than those in Medium IAC.

Global Task Performance
By definition, High IAC comes at an extra time cost to overall
task performance depending on the number of visits to the target
window. Two measures of completion time were calculated: one of
actual time that included lockout (High IAC) and the extra movement times (Medium and High IAC conditions), and another with
these components eliminated, thus arguably making completion
times of High and Medium IAC more comparable with Low IAC.
Both measures are reported in Table 1, and participants in High
IAC were slowest on both. Using the actual completion time (i.e.,
including lockout and extra movement times), IAC conditions
differed, F(2, 45) ⫽ 41.57, MSE ⫽ 39.08, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ 1.36, with
participants in High taking longer to complete than those in both
Medium and Low IAC ( ps ⬍ .001) and participants in Medium
IAC taking longer than those in Low ( p ⬍ .001), see Table 1. With
both lockout and extra movement times eliminated (see Appendix)
the same differences were found, albeit at slightly reduced significance levels1).
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Consistent with a stronger memory-based strategy with High
IAC, this condition was associated with participants making more
errors (i.e., blocks copied to incorrect squares), F(2, 45) ⫽ 6.52,
MSE ⫽ .16, p ⬍ .01, f ⫽ .54, although generally error rates were
very low (see Table 1). Participants in the High IAC condition
copied more blocks incorrectly than those in Low IAC ( p ⬍ .01)
although participants in Medium IAC did not differ from those in
either Low or High IAC.

Discussion
The increasingly intensive memory-based strategy as a function
of increasing IAC resulted in improved recall among all IAC
conditions. It was important that in contrast to Waldron et al.
(2007), not only did the time delay of 1-s between Medium and
High IAC result in increased recall, but so also did the extra mouse
movement to open the target window between Medium and Low
IAC. The effect of increasing access cost on task strategy is
consistent with other studies (Fu & Gray, 2000; Gray & Fu, 2004).
These results support the soft constraints hypothesis (Gray et al.,
2006) in demonstrating that a small change to the task environment
can have significant consequences on strategy selection, such that
when the cost of offloading memorial demands to the environment
increases (i.e., having to suffer an extra mouse movement and/or a
1-s delay to inspect goal-state information), cognition will adapt to
a more intensive memory-based strategy in order to save this local
extra time cost. However this positive finding of improved recall
with increased IAC in this copying task has to be weighed against
the negative effects, largely on global completion time. Despite the
saving in the local cost of inspecting target information with
increasing IAC, global completion times increased correspondingly. Whether the tradeoff of better recall for slower speed is
worthwhile will depend on the criteria of task performance and
will vary between situations. These issues will be discussed fully
at the end of this paper. However the goals of Experiment 1 to
demonstrate that increased IAC directly improved recall for task
relevant information were achieved.

Experiment 2
Table 1
Effect of IAC on Task Strategy and Global Task Performance
(Experiment 1)

Strategy measures (per trial)
Number of blocks copied correctly after first
target window visit
Target window visit time (s)
Global performance measures (per trial)
Completion time (including 1-s lockout time
in High IAC and extra mouse movement
time to and from the target window in
High and Medium IAC) (s)
Completion time (excluding 1-s lockout
time in High IAC and extra mouse
movement time to and from the target
window in High and Medium IAC) (s)
Number of incorrectly placed blocks

IAC

M

SD

High
Med
High
Med

3.19
1.97
2.69
1.29

.85
.81
1.21
.70

High
Med
Low

45.69
35.61
25.54

5.55
7.78
5.09

High
Med

38.68
32.86

5.26
7.78

High
Med
Low

1.01
.67
.51

.43
.47
.29

The main aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether the
increasingly intensive memory-based strategy associated with increasing IAC, demonstrated in Experiment 1, could be employed
to improve memory after interruption. Another aim was to investigate whether any such beneficial effect was dependent upon the
frequency of interruption.
Predicting the effect of increasing frequency of interruption is
not straightforward as there are few studies and both their empirical findings and explanations vary (Monk, 2004; Speier et al.,
1999; Trafton et al., 2003). On the one hand, being interrupted
more frequently can reduce the time to resume the task, whether
frequency was defined as the number of times a task was interrupted (Monk, 2004) or as the number of trial blocks that were
interrupted (Trafton et al., 2003). On the other hand, interrupting
1

Completion times still differed among IAC conditions (see Table 1),
F(2, 45) ⫽ 18.24, MSE ⫽ 38.03, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .90, with High taking longer
to complete than both Medium and Low IAC ( ps ⬍ .05) and Medium IAC
taking longer than Low ( p ⬍ .01).
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complex tasks very frequently (e.g., 12 compared with 4 times per
task) reduced accuracy and increased time to make decisions when
resuming those tasks, the latter effect being attributed to an unsustainable increase in cognitive load rather than forgetting
(Speier, Valacich, & Vessey, 1999).
The soft constraints hypothesis offers a new theoretical perspective that can be used to explain and predict differing effects of not
only interruptions but also increased frequency of interruption. As
stated earlier, the soft constraints hypothesis proposes that the
tradeoff in selection between a display- or memory-based strategy
is determined by the associated costs in milliseconds for task
performance. With respect to the memory side of the equation,
Gray et al. (2006) proposed three factors that contribute to the
utility and cost of a memory-based strategy: time spent encoding,
retrieval time, and probability that the encoded item(s) can
be recalled correctly when needed. Forgotten items represent a
waste of both encoding time and retrieval time, plus the additional
time required to recode and re-retrieve them. The nature and
importance of these memory-related costs will depend upon the
specific design of each interruption study. Interruptions can vary in
duration between studies and therefore in how much they extend
the period of time over which primary task items have to be
recalled, during which they are subject to both decay and interference (e.g., Altmann & Trafton, 2002). Also what task items have
to be remembered can vary from a key press (e.g., McDaniel et al.,
2004) to the attributes of both position and color of blocks in the
BWT, which can impose a substantial memory load. The extent
that encoding and rehearsal opportunities exist to compensate for
a heavy memory load also varies between studies. According to the
soft constraints hypothesis, the tradeoff in selection of strategy will
depend upon weighing the overall effect of all these variables,
specific to each study. In some situations, a memory-based strategy will cost little in terms of extra time and offer good utility and,
in others, the investment in memory will not be justified by the
probability of correct recall and associated time costs.
The effect of changing the frequency of interruption is simply to
vary the number of occasions on which a strategy (e.g., memorybased) is experienced and assessed with respect to its utility, given
values associated with a trial such as interruption duration, encoding opportunity, task item(s) decay function, and so forth. When it
is advantageous and easy for task items to be recalled after an
interruption with a memory-based strategy, increasing the frequency of interruption would be expected to have little effect on
that strategy. However as recall probability declines with, for
example, longer interruption duration, and encoding and retrieval
times increase, then increased frequency of interruption will only
serve to provide more evidence of the cost and lack of utility of an
intensive memory-based strategy. We therefore do not expect such
a strategy will be used under these circumstances with very high
frequency of interruption.
Let us consider how these predictions relate to the BWT and
Experiment 2. In High IAC (Experiment 1), the extra time cost of
1-s spent uncovering the target window was sufficient to make it
worthwhile for participants to spend more time encoding block
information than those in Medium IAC. Similarly the extra mouse
movement was sufficient to encourage participants in Medium
IAC to encode more information than those in Low IAC. We
therefore have observed an intensification of the memory-based

strategy with increased IAC. If we introduce an interruption of a
nontrivial duration, it will extend the period of time over which
block information has to be retained and will increase encoding
and retrieval costs, and the probability of it being forgotten (e.g.,
Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Monk et al., 2008). This will be particularly important to High IAC that has extra lockout time and the
strongest memory-based strategy. We predict that at infrequent and
moderate frequencies of interruption in this condition, the increased memory costs and reduced recall probability may be
tolerable and therefore will not effect a strategy change. It may
even be the case that these levels of interruption strengthen the
memory-based strategy if this tradeoff is still judged useful. However, with very frequent interruption, participants in the High IAC
condition will experience almost continuously high memory costs
and reduced recall probability that we predict will inhibit the more
intensive memory-based strategy, associated with this condition in
Experiment 1. Therefore Experiment 2 investigated whether increasing IAC can protect against forgetting due to interruption and
whether the intensification of a memory-based strategy under High
IAC will be inhibited with very frequent interruption.

Method
Participants
One-hundred and 44 Cardiff University students participated in
the study for payment and were randomly assigned to one of 12
conditions. There were 123 women and 21 men with an age range
of 18 –39 years (M ⫽ 20.32, SD ⫽ 2.49). None had taken part in
Experiment 1.

Materials
There were 30 different BWT problems. Each interruption task
involved solving a series of self-paced double-digit addition problems (e.g., 38 ⫹ 29 ⫽ ?) over a period of 10 seconds. The
interrupting tasks covered the whole screen. No feedback was
given regarding performance on the interrupting tasks. All other
features were the same as in Experiment 1.

Design
Both IAC and interruption frequency were manipulated between
subjects. IAC was manipulated as in Experiment 1, except that the
cost on the target window was increased from 1- to 2.5-s in High
IAC with the aim of promoting an even stronger memory-based
strategy. Low IAC was included in order to provide comparative
data on recall and global measures of performance. Interruption
frequency was manipulated with respect to how many problems
were interrupted: none (control), 5 (infrequent), 15 (moderately
frequent), or 25 (very frequent) of the 30 BWT problems. Problems were interrupted immediately after 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 correct
moves and these points of interruption were counterbalanced
within each treatment combination.
To assess the effects of interruption, various resumption measures were calculated for the interrupted trials. These were the
number of problems resumed without inspecting the target window, the number of blocks copied correctly in this situation, and
the resumption lag. The same task strategy measures were used as
in Experiment 1 and only one surprise recall test of the target
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Table 2
Effect of IAC and Interruption Frequency on Resumption Performance (Experiment 2)
Interruption frequency
Moderately
frequent

Infrequent

Very
frequent

Resumption measures

IAC

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Percentage of trials resumed without re-inspecting target
window
Number of blocks copied correctly without re-inspecting
target window
Resumption lag (s)

High
Med
High
Med
High
Med
Low

21.67
1.67
1.11
—
4.43
—
4.43

32.41
5.77
.15
—
1.90
—
.55

53.17
2.33
2.34
—
3.35
—
4.62

28.39
5.45
.91
—
1.22
—
.50

25.75
8.33
1.51
—
4.19
—
3.88

14.43
28.87
.42
—
1.03
—
.33

Note. Participants in Medium IAC conditions resumed almost every trial by first revisiting the target window and therefore there was insufficient data
to use on two of the above resumption measures for these conditions.

pattern occurred immediately after the last Trial 30 to avoid any
adaptive change of strategy due to testing. Performance on interrupting tasks was assessed by the number of sums attempted and
correct.

Procedure
This was the same as Experiment 1 except that one practice trial
contained an example of the interrupting task, and participants then
performed 30 BWT tasks.

Results
Analyses of performance on the interrupting task were conducted in order to check for differences across IAC levels in the
number of arithmetic problems attempted and correct. There were
no significant differences with respect to IAC or its interaction
with interruption frequency ( ps ⬎ .05) and therefore there was no
evidence of differential rehearsal of the primary task varying with
IAC.
First, the effects of IAC and interruption frequency on resumption after interruption are described and, second, the differing task
strategies underpinning these effects are investigated together with
associated recall differences. Finally, the effects of IAC on global
task performance are described.

Effects of IAC and Interruption Frequency on Resumption
Performance
Given the predicted memory effects with increased access cost,
we were only interested in resumption of the primary task when no
goal-state information was gleaned from reinspection of the target
window after interruption. In this situation the resumption period
was then defined as occurring between the end of the interrupting
task and the first block copied to the workspace window. However,
assessment of performance following interruption was complicated by the different resumption strategies adopted both between
and within the Medium and High IAC conditions with respect to
whether the target window was revisited immediately following
interruption. Consequently, available data varied between treatment combinations.

Participants in the Medium IAC condition were unable to
resume on almost every trial without reinspecting the target
window, irrespective of frequency of interruption (see Table 2).
In contrast, High IAC participants were able to resume on a
number of trials without inspecting the target window (see
Table 2), although a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
revealed that this varied with interruption frequency, F(2, 33) ⫽
5.33, MSE ⫽ .07, p ⬍ .01, f ⫽ .59. The target window was
viewed less by participants in High IAC before resumption with
moderately frequent interruption than with infrequent and very
frequent interruption2 ( ps ⬍ .05). Furthermore, when High IAC
participants resumed the task without inspecting the target
window, they correctly copied an average of one or two blocks
(see Table 2) although a one-way ANOVA revealed that again
this varied with interruption frequency, F(2, 24) ⫽ 6.62,
MSE ⫽ .43, p ⬍ .01, f ⫽ .74. Participants in the moderately
frequent interruption condition under High IAC copied more
blocks correctly than those in the other two frequency schedules
( ps ⬍ .05). These results indicate that, with increased IAC from
Medium to High, direct resumption of the task occurs more
frequently without the need for any review of the goal-state, and
this effect is strongest in the High IAC, moderately frequent
rather than very frequent interruption condition. This is consistent with the predicted reduction in the intensity of the memorybased strategy with very frequent interruption under High IAC.
Speed of resumption or resumption lag is traditionally an important measure in studies of interruption and the data for participants who resumed the task in High IAC without reinspecting the
target window were compared against a baseline from Low IAC
(see Table 2). The relatively small number of cases in which data
were missing in the High IAC condition (six participants under
infrequent and one participant under very frequent interruption)
was dealt with by substitution with the overall experiment mean. A
2 (IAC: Low and High) ⫻ 3 (interruption frequency: infrequent,
moderately frequent, very frequent) ANOVA revealed no main
2
A check was made to ensure that there were no differences in rehearsal
opportunities across interruption frequencies in High IAC. There were no
differences in either the number of sums attempted or correct ( ps ⬎ .05).
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effects of IAC and interruption frequency on resumption lag although there was a significant interaction between these two
factors, F(2, 66) ⫽ 5.01, MSE ⫽ .79, p ⬍ .01, f ⫽ .39, which was
due to participants resuming faster under moderately frequent
interruption with High IAC compared to those in the same frequency condition in Low IAC ( p ⬍ .01). Hence those participants
in High IAC who resumed the task without inspecting the goalstate were not only as fast at resuming the task as those in the Low
IAC condition, but were actually faster with moderately frequent
interruption.

A surprise recall test for the goal state on the last Trial 30
confirmed that participants recalled more as IAC increased (see
Table 3), F(2, 132) ⫽ 32.32, MSE ⫽ 5.33, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .70, and
replicated the results of Experiment 1. High IAC participants
recalled more than those in both Medium and Low IAC ( p ⬍
.001), with Medium also better than Low IAC ( p ⬍ 01). However,
recall in High IAC was higher with moderately frequent than very
frequent interruption ( p ⬍ .05), again supporting the prediction of
a less intensive memory-based strategy with very than moderately
frequent interruption under High IAC.

Task Strategies and Recall

Global Task Performance

It is important to confirm that the reduced susceptibility of High
IAC to interruption, particularly at moderately frequent interruption, is due to changes in processing strategy, similar to those
identified in Experiment 1. In order to avoid potential contamination from interruptions, data for High and Medium IAC were
compared across the five noninterruption trials that were common
to all interruption frequency conditions (Trials 1, 10, 17, 25, and
30). The same two task strategy measures were used, as in Experiment 1, and the results were the same indicating that participants
used a more memory-intensive strategy under High than Medium
IAC (see Table 3). Participants in the High IAC condition copied
more blocks correctly after the first visit to the target window, F(1,
88) ⫽ 92.40, MSE ⫽ .83, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ 1.02, and spent more
encoding time in the target window per visit than Medium IAC,
F(1, 88) ⫽ 69.62, MSE ⫽ 2.32, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .89. In High IAC,
more encoding time was spent in the target window per visit with
moderately frequent than very frequent interruption ( p ⬍ .001).

The positive effect of increasing IAC on mitigating some interruption effects has to be balanced against its negative effect on
overall task performance, specifically on both speed and accuracy.
Comparisons were made between IAC conditions across the same
five noninterrupted trials common to all interruption frequency
conditions with respect to both measures of task completion time
(with the extra movement and lockout times both included or
excluded) and the number of blocks incorrectly placed (see Table
3). Using actual task completion time, speed was slower with
increasing IAC, F(2, 132) ⫽ 162.4, MSE ⫽ 63.15, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽
1.56, with participants in the High IAC condition taking more time
than those in Medium and Low IAC ( ps ⬍ .001). Also participants
were slower to complete in High IAC with moderately frequent
interruption compared to those experiencing very frequent interruption ( p ⬍ .05). The same completion time effects (and significance levels) occurred when lockout (High IAC) and extra movement times (Medium and High IAC) were excluded, even though

Table 3
Effect of IAC and Interruption Frequency on Task Strategy and Global Task Performance During Non-Interruption Trials
(Experiment 2)
Interruption frequency
Control

Strategy measures (per trial)
Number of blocks copied correctly after first
target window visit
Target window visit time (s)
Recall (max ⫽ 10)
Global measures (per trial)
Completion time (including 2.5-s lockout time
in High IAC and extra mouse movement
time to and from the target window in High
and Medium IAC) (s)
Completion time (excluding 2.5-s lockout
time in High IAC and extra mouse
movement time to and from the target
window in High and Medium IAC) (s)
Number of incorrectly placed blocks

Infrequent

Moderately
frequent

Very
frequent

IAC

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

High
Med
High
Med
High
Med
Low

3.55
2.07
3.78
1.52
4.5
2.25
.58

.98
.64
1.64
.61
2.71
2.30
.79

3.67
1.55
3.68
.87
5.08
3.33
2.58

.81
.70
1.73
.43
3.23
3.23
1.56

4.63
2.27
5.19
1.17
6.75
3.33
1.25

1.56
.71
3.30
.59
2.70
1.72
1.06

3.72
2.53
2.60
1.30
4.00
2.67
.92

.81
.73
.59
.84
3.28
1.97
1.38

High
Med
Low

54.02
37.68
22.76

11.58
4.85
3.59

53.31
36.18
23.99

9.23
5.74
3.96

58.12
35.07
25.38

14.67
10.39
3.25

47.06
32.56
24.41

8.49
5.75
3.79

High
Med

42.20
35.98

10.29
4.85

42.68
33.69

8.75
5.74

48.22
32.91

14.33
10.39

36.01
29.89

5.81
5.75

High
Med
Low

.88
.68
.20

.99
.70
.19

1.22
.83
.30

.74
.36
.31

2.68
.73
.32

2.53
.73
.26

.67
.83
.45

.58
.42
.66
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this reduced the completion times of these two conditions3 (see
Table 3).
Errors in terms of blocks incorrectly placed per trial were
generally low (see Table 3), but increased with increasing IAC,
F(2, 132) ⫽ 15.49, MSE ⫽ .85, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .46. The effect of
IAC on errors depended on interruption frequency, F(6, 132) ⫽
4.08, MSE ⫽ .85, p ⬍ .01, f ⫽ .43. More blocks under High IAC
were incorrectly copied by participants with moderately frequent
compared to very frequent interruption ( p ⬍ .001).

Discussion
The most important and novel finding of Experiment 2 is that
increasing IAC can mitigate some of the negative effects of interruption. In order to secure this positive effect of IAC on resumption, access cost has to be more than a mouse movement and also
involve a lockout cost of a few seconds on the target window. In
this High IAC condition, more participants than under Medium
IAC were able to resume the task without referring back to the
goal-state and this effect was particularly strong with a moderately
frequent interruption schedule. Furthermore, resumption lag was at
its shortest in this condition; even shorter than all interruption
frequencies under Low IAC where the target pattern was permanently visible and could have been relied upon as a resumption aid.
The positive effect of High IAC on resumption was due to participants adopting a stronger memory-based strategy than those in
Medium IAC for encoding the target pattern. Unequivocal and
consistent evidence of this strategy was provided by results from a
surprise recall test and a range of task strategy measures. According to the soft constraints hypothesis, a stronger memory-based
strategy was adopted in High IAC because it minimized the need
to inspect the target window and pay the penalty of the hard
constraint of lockout time even though encoding and retrieval
times increased together with increased probability of recall failure. Performance after interruption improved under High IAC as a
result of this strategy.
However there is strong evidence that the frequency of interruption moderated the extent of the memory-based strategy under
High IAC in line with our prediction. Strategy and recall measures
indicated that the memory-based strategy was more intensive
under High IAC at a moderate rather than a very frequent schedule
of interruption. Consequently, resumption performance after interruption was best in this condition. We predicted that it would be
difficult to sustain an intensive memory-based strategy under High
IAC with a very high schedule of interruption. Essentially the
nature of the tradeoff in strategy selection, postulated by the soft
constraints hypothesis, changes with increased interruption frequency because of more evidence across more interruption trials of
the extra memory time costs and the reduced probability of correct
retrieval of block information. Interruptions imposed an extra 10-s
period over which block information had to be retained on each
interruption trial.
In order to understand how the above factors might have posed
a too heavy memory burden under very frequent interruption, we
analyzed the exact times over which block information had to be
retained on both common noninterruption trials (11, 10, 17, 25, &
30) and common interruption trials (2, 9, 16, 21, & 29) under High
IAC. This was achieved by measuring the time between leaving
the target window (having completed encoding block information)
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and leaving the workspace window (having completed retrieving
and moving blocks4). On noninterruption trials, block information
was retained for an average of 9.09-s although the effect of decay
over this period (e.g., Brown, 1958; Peterson & Peterson, 1959)
could be offset to some extent by the increased encoding times that
we observed. However, on interruption trials, block information
was retained on average for 19.27-s and given a power decay
function (e.g., Altmann & Schunn, 2002; Altmann & Trafton,
2002), compensating even for some of this through extra encoding
time represents a considerable extra memory cost. From our empirical evidence of the effect of varying interruption frequency,
when this cost is experienced on nearly every trial (25 out of 30
trials in the very frequent interruption schedule), selection of an
intensive memory-based strategy is less attractive. In contrast, at a
moderate frequency of interruption (interruption on half of the
trials) such a strategy is still judged to be useful.
From a practical perspective the improved resumption performance with increasing IAC came at a cost to overall task
performance in terms of decreased speed and reduced accuracy
in this copying task. Whether such a sacrifice would ever be
worthwhile in similar applied settings is discussed at the end of
this paper.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 had two aims. The primary aim was to further
examine the protective effect of IAC on prospective memory
postinterruption in a more direct and unambiguous fashion. In
Experiment 2 it was possible for participants to choose whether or
not to reinspect the target window following interruption and this
resulted in different resumption strategies that varied with IAC.
We wanted to have a cleaner and more comparable measure across
all levels of IAC of how well future actions were remembered after
interruption without any cues being available from the goal state.
Interruption experiments typically measure the effect of interruption by delay of resumption (e.g., Monk et al., 2008; Trafton et al.,
2003) and completion time of the primary task (e.g., Eyrolle &
Cellier, 2000; Gillie & Broadbent, 1989). Usually experiments do
not measure directly prospective memory for future actions after
interruption without the normal external cues being available in the
task environment. Some studies that have examined prospective
memory for a future action have used the delayed execution
paradigm (Einstein et al., 2003; McDaniel et al., 2004), although
memory is assessed by remembering to perform an action after
resumption of the task. A novel aspect of Experiment 3 is that
memory for future actions, planned before interruption when goal
state information was available, was assessed without the goal
state being available after interruption.
The second subsidiary aim was to test the protective effect of a
memory-based strategy using High IAC by including a potentially
more disruptive interrupting task than the arithmetic task used in
Experiment 2. There is some debate in the literature concerning
3

The same estimates of extra movement time in Medium and High IAC
were used as described in the Appendix.
4
Note that this will result in a slight overestimate in retention time
because when the workspace window is vacated, block information will
have been progressively retrieved and acted upon prior to this time.
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whether this might be achieved by selecting a very similar or
dissimilar interrupting task in comparison to the primary task. On
the one hand, there is evidence that interrupting tasks requiring
very similar processing resources to the interrupted task are more
disruptive to performance (Czerwinski et al., 1991; Edwards &
Gronlund, 1998; Gillie & Broadbent, 1989). However, the apparent similarity effect in the last paper has since been criticized for
being merely an effect of the complexity of the interrupting task
(e.g., Latorella, 1996). A further set of experiments using a similar
paradigm to Gillie and Broadbent captured an interruptionsimilarity effect although this effect could be abolished when the
primary task was practiced in a fixed order before interruption
(Edwards & Gronlund, 1998). Attempting to categorize tasks as
similar or dissimilar to the primary task is problematic as calibrating similarity is notoriously difficult and indeed this is a general
criticism of the literature that has attempted to delineate the effect
of supposedly similar and dissimilar interrupting tasks on primary
task performance.
The theoretical literature concerning notions of transfer does
predict what conditions will maximize negative transfer and therefore what should constitute the most disruptive interrupting task.
These notions date back to the theory of identical elements proposed by Thorndike and Woodworth (1901), with subsequent
modifications by Osgood (1949), Gick and Holyoak (1987), and
Anderson (1987). These theories propose that processing new
tasks and items that are identical to those already active in memory
from the primary task causes most negative transfer. This is also
consistent with the prediction from the search of associative memory model (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,
1980), which posits that processed items are connected in memory
by varying associative strengths, and those items that are highly
similar will occupy proximal representational space. Greater interference occurs when trying to retrieve items due to representational proximity and the volume of items competing within this
space. Consequently, in an attempt to maximize interference, we
used the same interrupting task as the primary task that required
identical encoding of the attributes of block color and position,
albeit in a simpler version of the BWT.

Method
Participants
One hundred and eight Cardiff University students participated
for payment and were randomly assigned to one of three IAC
conditions. There were 98 women and 10 men, with an age range
of 18 –36 (M ⫽ 22.38, SD ⫽ 3.66). None had taken part in
Experiments 1 or 2.

Materials
These were the same as those in Experiment 2, with the addition
of an interrupting task that involved a 2 ⫻ 2 BWT problem
containing four colored blocks.

Design
There were 35 BWT problems, 12 of which were used for two
types of interruption and a control (no-interruption) condition positioned at one of two points during the solution sequence (after cor-

rectly copying two or six blocks to the workspace window). Both
interruption position and interruption types were counterbalanced.
Given the design and resumption results in Experiment 2, interruption
duration was reduced to 5-s and interruption frequency was a little less
than one in two trials in order to try and encourage an intensive
memory-based strategy that could be sustained with a potentially
more disruptive interruption task. The new interrupting task was a 2 ⫻
2 BWT containing four colored blocks that was viewed for 2-s, with
the remaining 3-s available for recreating the target pattern in another
2 ⫻ 2 grid. The same arithmetic interrupting task was also used as in
Experiment 2 in order to collect evidence of its effect under the
revised prospective memory test situation, described previously. In
the control condition, there was no interrupting task and no time
delay. Prospective memory was tested immediately after interruption
with participants attempting to complete as many more moves as they
could with the target window occluded. The same three levels of IAC,
as in Experiment 2, were manipulated between-subjects and the two
types of interruption and the no-interruption control condition were
manipulated within-subjects.

Procedure
This was the same as Experiments 1 and 2, except that participants in Experiment 3 received four practice trials followed by 35
BWT trials. One practice trial concerned completing the BWT
normally without interruption and the other three practice trials
involved the two different types of interruption plus the control
noninterruption condition, all of these latter three conditions having a prospective memory test.

Results
Analyses of performance on the interrupting tasks were conducted in order to check for differences across IAC levels in the
number of arithmetic problems attempted and correct for the
arithmetic interrupting task and in the number of blocks copied and
correct for the BWT interrupting task. There were no significant
differences with respect to any measure ( ps ⬎ .05) and therefore
there was no evidence of differential rehearsal opportunities of the
primary task across levels of IAC.
First, results for prospective memory after interruption are described, followed by analysis of task strategies. Finally, overall
speed and accuracy are described.

Prospective Memory Following Interruption
The efficacy of prospective memory was measured by the
number of blocks copied correctly after interruption when the
goal-state was no longer available (see Figure 3). Recall of future
correct moves improved with increasing IAC, F(2, 105) ⫽ 4.0,
MSE ⫽ .79, p ⬍ .05, f ⫽ .28, although this depended on the
interruption condition as this factor interacted with IAC, F(3.77,
197.82) ⫽ 2.93, MSE ⫽ .39, p ⬍ .05, f ⫽ .24, (a Huynh-Feldt
correction was used due to a violation of sphericity). Participants
in the control no-interruption condition recalled more than those in
both interruption conditions in Medium and Low IAC ( ps ⬍ .01),
but this was not the case under High IAC (control vs. both BWT
and mental arithmetic interruptions, ps ⫽ .06). Thus, both interruption tasks had the same negative effect on participants’ pro-
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Blocks Placed Correctly after Interruption

2.5
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1.5

1

0.5

0
Low IAC
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High IAC

No Interruption (Control)
BWT Interruption
Mental Arithmetic Interruption

Figure 3. The effect of IAC and interruption type on prospective memory following interruption (Experiment
3). Error bars show standard error of mean.

spective memory in both Medium and Low IAC, although this
negative effect was eliminated (statistically) for those in High IAC.

Task Strategies
Two of the same measures of task strategy from Experiments 1
and 2 were used to identify strategy differences between the
Medium and High IAC conditions and the results were the same
indicating a more memory-intensive strategy under High than
Medium IAC (see Table 4). Participants in the High IAC condition
copied more blocks correctly after the first visit to the target
window, F(1, 70) ⫽ 83.12, MSE ⫽ .67, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ 1.09, and
spent more encoding time in the target window per visit than those
in Medium IAC, F(1, 70) ⫽ 53.38, MSE ⫽ 1.04, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .87.

Global measures (per trial)
Completion time (including 2.5-s lockout time
in High IAC and extra mouse movement
time to and from the target window in High
and Medium IAC) (s)
Completion time (excluding 2.5-s lockout
time in High IAC and extra mouse
movement time to and from the target
window in High and Medium IAC) (s)
Number of incorrectly placed blocks

Again two measures were used of task completion time (with the
extra movement and lockout times both included or excluded5). As
IAC increased, actual completion time increased (see Table 4), F(1,
105) ⫽ 115.14, MSE ⫽ 52.41, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ 1.48, with participants
in the High IAC condition taking longer to complete than those in
both Medium and Low IAC, and participants in Medium IAC taking
longer than those in Low ( ps ⬍ .001). With both lockout and extra
movement times eliminated the same differences were found, albeit at
slightly reduced significance level6. Error rates were again low but
they increased with IAC, F(1, 105) ⫽ 16.54, MSE ⫽ .32, p ⬍ .001,
f ⫽ .56, with participants in High making more errors than those in
Medium IAC ( p ⬍ .01) and participants in Medium making more
errors than those in Low IAC ( p ⬍ .001).

Discussion

Table 4
Effect of IAC on Task Strategy and Global Task Performance
During Non-Interruption Trials (Experiment 3)

Strategy measures (per trial)
Number of blocks copied correctly after first
target window visit
Target window visit time (s)

Global Task Performance

IAC

M

SD

High
Med
High
Med

3.84
2.08
3.71
1.67

.75
.88
1.97
.83

High
Med
Low

51.62
38.39
25.73

6.67
9.35
5.02

High
Med

40.56
36.42

6.15
9.35

High
Med
Low

1.22
.75
.45

.74
.57
.29

The main results of Experiment 3 further confirm the capability
of High IAC to mitigate some of the negative effects of interruption even when the interrupting task was designed to maximize
interference with the primary task. Furthermore the results of
Experiment 3 extend those of Experiment 2 because participants in
High IAC were better able to resume from memory by demonstrating a similar improvement in this condition using a more
direct measure of prospective memory following interruption.
Again, there was unequivocal evidence of participants using a
stronger memory-based strategy under High IAC that offered
greater protection from both interrupting tasks than that used by
5
The same estimates of extra movement time in Medium and High IAC
were used as described in the Appendix.
6
Completion times still differed among IAC conditions (see Table 1),
F(1, 105) ⫽ 42.01, MSE ⫽ 50.20, p ⬍ .001, f ⫽ .89, with High taking
longer to complete than both Medium and Low IAC ( ps ⬍ .001) and
Medium IAC taking longer than Low ( p ⬍ .05).
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participants in the Medium IAC condition. In High IAC the two
interrupting tasks did not reduce postinterruption performance, as
compared with no-interruption even though interruption involved
switching to and from an interrupting task.
An initially surprising finding was the lack of difference in the
number of blocks placed correctly among the IAC conditions with
no-interruption (i.e., control conditions). One might have expected
performance to improve with increasing IAC given that measures
of strategy indicated clear differences between participants in High
and Medium IAC. A likely explanation concerns the timing of the
no-interruptions conditions, which were programmed to occur
after making two or six correct moves in the workspace window,
and how this related to the availability of the target pattern. In the
no-interruption Low IAC condition, the target pattern only disappeared immediately prior to being asked to continue to make as
many moves as could be remembered. In contrast, in the Medium
and High IAC conditions, the target pattern will have been unavailable from the point at which a participant last moved the
mouse cursor out of the target window. The duration of the
unavailability of the target pattern prior to trying to remember
moves would be determined by the time it took to move blocks in
the workspace window to reach either of the two criteria of
interruption that is, having positioned two or six blocks correctly
in the workspace window. Thus participants in the Low IAC
condition may be particularly advantaged in the no-interruption
condition in comparison to those in both Medium and High IAC.
The fact that there was no difference between the three nointerruption IAC conditions is testimony to the increased memorybased strategy used in the Medium and High IAC conditions that
presumably compensated for the extra time over which future
moves had to be remembered. Finally, and as in Experiments 1 and
2, High IAC came at a cost to overall task performance in terms of
overall speed and accuracy, which is discussed below.

General Discussion
Three experiments involving a simple copying task found that
making goal-state information harder to access in the task environment encouraged a memory-based strategy, which protected
against some negative effects of interruption. Consequently this
paper introduces IAC as a novel method for mitigating the negative effect of forgetting after interruption. A consistent finding
across the three experiments was that small increases in IAC
encouraged participants to use a cognitive strategy, more reliant on
memory (see also Fu & Gray, 2000; Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et al.,
2006; Waldron et al., 2007). Consequently, recall for a previously
completed task was superior with increasing access cost across all
levels of IAC (Experiment 1), extending the findings of Waldron
et al. (2007), and also when the copying task was interrupted
(Experiment 2). High IAC was found to partly mitigate the negative effect of interruption on resumption and this was heightened
when participants were interrupted with moderate frequency, that
is, during half of the tasks (Experiment 2). Furthermore, High IAC
protected against forgetting future actions even when the interruption required the same type of processing resource on a smaller
scale (Experiment 3). Such access costs are relatively small and
akin to those that naturally occur in computer-based environments
and yet they produce a stronger memory-based strategy with

accompanying medium to large effect sizes on postinterruption
performance that are of potential practical importance.
The interruption studies in this paper provide a new test-bed for
the recent soft constraints hypothesis (Gray & Fu, 2004; Gray et
al., 2006) and our results were consistent with predictions derived
from it. In this theory, memory is viewed as adaptive, with soft
constraints determining the utility and extent of a memory-based
strategy depending on microscopic changes to the time costs of
accessing information within the task environment. In the current
studies, small increases in the cost of accessing information were
shown to encourage an encoding strategy that was more memory
dependent. Under High IAC, participants inspected the goal-state
less, spent more time viewing it, and chunked more information
during each visit. This intensive use of memory as a consequence
of the hard constraint of lockout time under High IAC is consistent
with the soft constraints hypothesis, but not with other views that
assume cognition operates to conserve cognitive effort (e.g., Ballard et al., 1995; Cary & Carlson, 2001; Wilson, 2002). The
intensive memory-based strategy involves more effective encoding
and storage strategies, such as chunking (Chase & Ericsson, 1982;
Chase & Simon, 1973) and rehearsal (see Logie, 1995, for a review
on rehearsal of visuospatial information). In contrast, less effortful
display-based strategies are adopted when information is easily
accessible within the task environment (e.g., Anderson & Douglass, 2001; Duggan & Payne, 2001; Waldron et al., 2007).
It may seem ironic that the tradeoff in strategy selection is
judged at the local rather than the global level. In other words,
although a stronger memory-based strategy may have minimized
the local cost of paying lockout times, performance at the global
level deteriorated. There are two important points. First, the participant had no control over the hard constraint of lockout time and
therefore completion time would have probably increased further
if a less memory-based processing strategy was adopted that
required more inspections of the goal-state. Second, the fact that a
local rational decision did not result in optimized global performance is not inconsistent with the soft constraints hypothesis
(Gray et al., 2006), which states that task performance will only be
optimized at a global level when all of the local tradeoffs complement each other in achieving this. There is evidence from many
contexts that human behavior is driven by local rather than more
distant or global payoffs and more weight is put on local events and
their associated costs and benefits. This phenomenon has been termed
“melioration” (Hernstein & Vaughn, 1980) and more recently has
been examined in terms of how it affects intertemporal choice even in
economic domains (Lowenstein, Read, & Baumeister, 2003).
It has to be acknowledged that the advantage of increased access
cost of information to subsequent recall and postinterruption performance comes at a serious price with important practical ramifications, namely up to nearly double the time required to complete
the task, and an increased error rate. The reduction in speed is
mainly due to the increased time cost in accessing, encoding and
retrieving information. Whether this price would be worth paying
in applied situations will depend upon the criteria of task performance. If remembering some key information over a period of
time, possibly involving interruptions, is of high importance then
making information harder to access may be justifiable. On the
other hand, if speed is important then it is unlikely that any
increase in information access cost could be justified as, for
example, in dynamic safety-critical situations in which a fast
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response is required. There are three caveats to add to this argument concerning whether the performance tradeoff with increased
IAC could be beneficial. First, it is not suggested that all information
within an interface should be made more difficult to access but only
that associated with a variable whose value is of enduring significance. Second, it may be possible to make critical information harder
to access some but not all of the time and still reap the benefits while
increasing speed of performance. This is a topic for further research.
Third, the benefit of IAC may be greater in more complex problem
solving tasks in which there is a hierarchical goal structure as opposed
to the flat goal structure of the copying tasks used in the current
studies. If this were the case, then IAC may offer a more attractive
solution to a broader range of task situations.
As highlighted at the beginning of this paper, the types of access
cost utilized within the current experiments are akin to those
regularly experienced in applied computing environments (e.g.,
working with overlapping windows, documents minimized to the
taskbar etc.). However, even though such access costs occur naturally within computer environments, deliberately manipulating
them may seem to contradict the principles of cognitive engineering. Generally cognitive engineering approaches strive to provide
the user with immediately available relevant information that takes
advantage of human perception and psychomotor abilities (e.g.,
Rasmussen & Vicente, 1989; Woods, Wise, & Hanes, 1981). For
example, ecological interface design proposes that complex relationships between variables should be made directly accessible to
operators in a manner that allows effortless extraction of information from the interface (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). Also more
recent engineering techniques such as information fusion (e.g.,
Dasarathy, 2001) make an even greater array of information available to the operator as quickly as possible in intelligent displays on
the assumption that this is beneficial.
Shortcomings of this cognitive engineering approach have been
well documented in the automation literature, (see Parasuraman &
Riley, 1997, for a review), with negative effects including the lack of
system transparency, and the failure to keep the operator in the loop
(e.g., Bainbridge, 1987). Similarly, making information highly accessible via the process of fusion may increase an operator’s reliance
upon the external display, and thus reduce the extent to which the
displayed information is processed and committed to internal memory. A study by Waldron, Patrick, Duggan, Banbury, and Howes
(2008) using a flight simulation found that providing location information on a temporary rather than permanent schedule improved its
recall through a stronger memory-based strategy. These examples
emphasize that there are exceptions to the common assumption that
immediately accessible information is always preferable. This is consistent with our findings that manipulating IAC is another technique
for effecting a more intensive memory-based strategy, the consequences of which may be desirable in some task situations, such as
when key information has to recalled after interruption.
We need to acknowledge some limitations to our current studies.
First, our results and associated interpretations were derived from
use of the BWT and are therefore limited to copying type tasks
without a hierarchical goal structure. Second, we have labeled
three levels of IAC as Low, Medium, and High although IAC was
not measured on a continuous scale and was a heterogeneous
variable comprising not only time but also physical and mental
effort. These factors were not separated in the present studies,
although Gray et al. (2006) have attempted to delineate among
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them, concluding that their effect on time is the overriding factor.
We would agree, given the many differences between the Medium
and High IAC conditions, which only differed with respect to a
time delay. Third, because eyetracking was not used, there were no
comparable task strategy data available for the Low IAC conditions. However, our previous work using the BWT reported eyetracker data that did support the interpretation of a display-based
task strategy under Low IAC (Waldron et al., 2007). Fourth, only
one memory test was used in Experiment 2 and therefore we have
no data on any trend over trials and also the recall data may have
been affected by participants’ surprise at this unheralded test. On
the other hand, we wanted to collect evidence concerning recall
that was not a strategic reflection of the knowledge of being tested.
Finally, our demonstration of manipulating IAC as a possible
method to mitigate some interruption effects is based only on one
visuospatial copying task and a restricted range of parameters
concerning interruption.
In conclusion, our studies address both theory and practice. The
negative effects of interruption have received much recent attention in workplace settings (e.g., Milewski, 2006; Russell, Purvis, &
Banks, 2007; Tucker & Spear, 2006), and in the laboratory (e.g.,
Hodgetts & Jones, 2006a; McDaniel et al., 2004). Our studies
exploited the theoretical framework of the soft constraints hypothesis (Gray et al., 2006) to develop a new means of mitigating some
of the negative effect of forgetting following interruption by encouraging a more memory-based strategy with increased information access cost. In practice, our studies are relevant to displaybased copying tasks (e.g., office-based, military command and
control), particularly when important information has to be retained, possibly because it is no longer available or has to be acted
upon in a timely manner without having time to search again for an
information source. Such a situation is relevant not only to everyday computer-based work situations but also safety-critical environments in which incidents occur because of a failure to recall
critical task information after interruption, sometimes with devastating consequences (e.g., a fatal aircraft crash: NTSB, 1988).
Future research should compare the utility of manipulating information access cost with other methods for alleviating interruption
effects, using a wider range of tasks and applied settings.
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Appendix
Method for Calculating Movement Time
Mouse movement times between the target window and both the
workspace and resources windows were calculated using a variation of Fitts’ law (MacKenzie, 1992). This is a universally accepted approximation of human movement in human-computer
interaction and was also used by Gray et al. (2006) in calculating
movement time for the BWT. The Fitts’ law equation used was
MT ⫽ a ⫹ b log2(A/W ⫹ 1), where MT is movement time, A is
amplitude (or movement distance) and W is the tolerance or width
of the target area. We used the ACT-R parameters for Fitts’ law
(a ⫽ 0.05; b ⫽ 0.10) derived by Card, English, and Burr (1978)

that are widely accepted as providing a good fit to moving a mouse
cursor, and also used by Gray et al. (2006). The estimated time to
make a mouse movement between the target and workspace window in either direction was 196 ms. The estimated times to move
from the target to the resource window and vice versa were 265 ms
and 195 ms respectively.
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